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Abstract

In this research manuscript the author has presented a Scheme of ‘Maximizing Relativistic Electro-Magnetic Fringe Displacement Effect Width’ using ‘‘Pi’, i.e., \( \pi \) Value And/ Or Its Higher Order Equivalents i.e., \( \pi(N) \) Precision Increase Based Refinement Of Any Primality And/ Or Any Recursion Scheme Of Any Aspect Of Concern’ [37], ‘Theory Of Evolution Based On Consecutive Asymmetric Imaging Technique’[39], ‘Evolution Through Quantization (Version III)’ [30],‘Living A Happy Life {Version 4}’[31], ‘Relativistic Transformations In Standard Prime Metric And/ Or Reverse Prime Metric Within Some Selected Domains Of Complementable Bounds’ [32].

Theory

In this research manuscript the author has presented a Scheme of ‘Maximizing Relativistic Electro-Magnetic Fringe Displacement Effect Width’ using ‘‘Pi’, i.e., \( \pi \) Value And/ Or Its Higher Order Equivalents i.e., \( \pi(N) \) Precision Increase Based Refinement Of Any Primality And/ Or Any Recursion Scheme Of Any Aspect Of Concern’ [37], ‘Theory Of Evolution Based On Consecutive Asymmetric Imaging Technique’[39], ‘Evolution Through Quantization (Version III)’ [30],‘Living A Happy Life {Version 4}’[31], ‘Relativistic Transformations In Standard Prime Metric And/ Or Reverse Prime Metric Within Some Selected Domains Of Complementable Bounds’ [32].

One can note that the Relativistic Electro-Magnetic Fringe Displacement Effect is basically due to

1. Instantaneous establishment of Local Relative Electric Potential between the Two (Conductivity-Wise Gross Matter, here the Conductor) Closely Separated Points in the Electric Circuit of concern. This is because of the Wave Function {see Time Evolution Juxtaposition Of The Observables Based Dirac Type Commutator And The Consequential Wave Equation Of Photon[12]for constructing the Model of creation of the Wave Function of the Electromagnetic Wave Guides of concern, here in this context} Of The Wave Guide (Potential) that Spans its Geodesic through these aforementioned two points Establishing a Transient-Bridge between the two closely separated points of concern. One can Reverse Engineer Design, The Average Wave Function Geodesic Area{of the Lissajous Figure of The Wave Function Geodesic Of The Wave Guide (Potential)} and/ or Average
Arm Width with respect to the Distance of concern to be Bridged by utilization of this aforementioned effect. Since, The Wave Guide (Potential) [also Wave Function Geodesic Of The Wave Guide (Potential)] also Relativistically progresses at the Speed of Light or More (see author’s work on Engineering Light), we can resort to Choosing a Reference Frame [for our Wave Function Geodesic Of The Wave Guide (Potential)] of the type detailed in ‘Relativistic Transformations In Standard Prime Metric And/ Or Reverse Prime Metric Within Some Selected Domains Of Complementable Bounds’ [32]. One can even Induct some amount of Self-Organization (see author’s work on Directed Self-Organizations) to achieve any required possible Directedness as well in the thusly Engineered Wave Function Geodesic Of The Wave Guide (Potential).

2. Inertia of the Flow of Electrons down the Macro-Electric Potential Gradient of the Electrical Circuit of concern.

Theory Of Duals – An Example Of Quantum Coupling

When we consider any Aspect of concern, we should note that from the ‘Universal Law Of The Universe’ which states that Any Aspect of/ in the Universe is Recursive in nature. That is, it is Expressible in terms of Itself and its Complement (i.e., the Contrary Nature Aspect of the given Aspect of concern). We should therefore note that Any Ascription of Any Property of concern to the Original Aspect of concern is also applicable to the considered Aspect’s Complement Aspect by way of the Universality of Recursive Nature of any Aspect of concern. One should note that such Ascription of any property to the Complement Aspect is only of Very Minute Nature, due to far off (deeply Shelled in) Recursive Dependance. One can compute the Order (Logarithmic) of such Dependance using author’s concept of Infinity Geodesic of the Aspect of concern. Therefore, one can Fuel in the Transport of such aforementioned Dependance onto the Complement Aspect in the following two ways:

1. By Increasing the Intensity and Magnitude of the Ascribed Property on the Aspect Side of the Arm of the Infinity Geodesic of the Aspect of concern, i.e., in the Aspect Itself for Observing the Desired Level (Magnitude) and/or Intensity of the Desired Ascribed Property in the Complement of the Aspect of concern.
2. Noting the ‘Geodesical Drive Direction Signatures’ using author’s ‘Living From [31] Notion Of Infinity’

For every Perception, one should note that the Finiteness nature of the aspect perceived imposes a Critical Cut-Off Value On The Frequency of the Reflected Photons beyond which they change their Geodesical Drive Direction Signature. That is when this aspect is near, the photons reflected off of it have a certain Sign of Geodesical Drive Direction and when this aspect is beyond this Cut-off Distance characteristic of the aforementioned cut-off frequency, the photons reflected off of it have an Opposite sign of Geodesical Drive Direction. In such case one can safely call the latter case wherein the aspect has a contrary sign of Geodesical Drive Direction characteristic of the Quantization Number Of The Permittivity Of Free Space For A Photon has a given Sign Of Geodesical Drive Direction (see author’s works on Native Existential Potential Of Any Aspect Of Concern).

A Happy Life {Version 4} [31], on the Aspect Side of the Arm of the Infinity Geodesic of the Aspect of concern and also the Complement Aspect Side of the Arm of the Infinity Geodesic of the Aspect of concern, one can Simply express the Excess Differential of the to be Ascribed Limit Of the Ascribed Property as called for by the details in {1} mentioned above in the Basis of the Geodesical Drive Direction Signature of the Complement Aspect Side of the Arm of the Infinity Geodesic of the Aspect of concern, one can Reduce the Complexities of Time, Energy, Complications involved in rote exercising of {1} detailed above.

Therefore, we can note that using the above Scheme, we successfully Couple Any Property of concern of a given Aspect of concern to Any Other Property of concern by Diversifying the Set and/ or Definition Of Complement and/ or Contrary Nature to Any Other Aspect (other than the given) by establishing a Intersection(s) Based Continuous Bridge Between the Primalities of Any Two Different Aspects of concern. Also, one can even Axiomatically Argue that since any Aspect is Recursive in nature, one can Establish such aforementioned Recursive Relation between Any Two Different Aspects of concern.

For Example, if we wish to Quantum Couple an Apple and an Orange, the Apple can be considered as Made up of an Orange and Itself, wherein the ‘Complement of the Aspect’ of concern’ {i.e., Complement of Apple} can be conveniently taken
to be the *Totally Different Aspect* of concern {here, an *Orange*} with which we wish to establish *Coupling of Quantum Nature*.

One can establish *Quantum Coupling* between two *Different Aspects* of concern, here, the *Two (Conductivity-Wise, of Gross Matter, here the Conductor) Closely Separated Points* in the *Electric Circuit* of concern which will help us advantageously use the thusly *Engineered Geodesic Of The Wave Function Of The Wave Guide (Potential)* in *Scale-Transporting (Normalized Averaged with respect to Parameters of concern) the Desired Property* of concern across *Two Different Aspects*.

*Consciousness and/ or Conscience Connect System*

One can even construct the *Primality* (of all three types, namely, *Verbal Primality, Act(ion) Recursion Primality, Sense Understanding and/ or Perception Primality*) of ‘Positive Consciousness’ and can correspondingly Slate a ‘System of Electrical Currents and/ or Voltage Differences’ *Normalized Averaged* over *Certain Time Interval(s) and Space Volume* whose *Primality* is also *Akin* to the *Primality* of ‘Positive Consciousness’ and also *Similarly Normalized Averaged* over the afore-referred *Certain Time Interval(s) and Space Volume*. We now *Evolvethe Recursion Scheme* (see author’s work on *Recursion Schemes* in the below listed *References*) of this thusly *Slated Set to the Level of the Recursion Scheme of the Universe* after removing any *Redundancies of Primality* (see author’s work on *Redundancy Of Primality*) in its *Primality and Sufficiently Hyper-Refining* it using[37]. This thusly *Evolved Set* is the *Pure Electrical Equivalent* of ‘Positive Consciousness’. Similarly, one can find the *Pure Electrical Equivalent* for ‘Positive Conscience’.

On similar lines as detailed in the previous section, one can advantageously use aforementioned *Consciousness and/ or Conscience Connect System*, in *Engineering the Geodesic Of The Wave Function Of The Wave Guide (Potential) for Scale-Transporting (Normalized Averaged with respect to Parameters of concern) the Desired Property* of concern across *Two Different Aspects*. 
Moral

Love Knows.
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